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Abstract

We present an algorithm and its implementation to reconstruct a complex composed of surfaces
from an unorganized point cloud. The output is a triangular mesh that approximates the unknown
complex. A wide variety of non-smooth features are handled, including boundaries, vertices and
junction curves with manifold or non-manifold neighborhood where multiple surfaces meet, and
creases where surfaces fold. We model the non-smooth features using a unified optimization-based
approach. The model allows us to sample points from the non-smooth features and approximate
them with polylines. We approximate the surfaces in the complex with restricted Delaunay triangu-
lations, which meet seamlessly at the polylines approximating the non-smooth features.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of digital scanning devices has made it possible to acquire dense point samples from
the surfaces of objects. This sparks a growing interest in surface reconstruction from an unorganized
point cloud. Most of the existing approaches assume that the sample points come from a manifold
possibly with edges and corners. Relatively fewer works address boundaries. Little has been done
to deal with features with non-manifold neighborhood, e.g., multiple surfaces incident to a common
junction curve, multiple boundaries and junction curves incident to a common vertex.

In this paper we study the problem of computing a triangular mesh to approximate a complex com-
posed of surfaces. Our input is an unorganized point cloud sampled from the complex. A wide variety
of non-smooth features are handled, including boundaries, vertices and junction curves with manifold or
non-manifold neighborhood where multiple surfaces meet, and creases where surfaces fold. We model
non-smooth features with a unified optimization-based approach. We use the models to sample points
from the features and then interpolate these points with polylines. We approximate the surfaces in the
complex with restricted Delaunay triangulations, which meet seamlessly at the polylines approximating
the non-smooth features.

The advantage of our method is that non-smooth features of different types are modeled in a unified
way. For example, there is no tedious case distinctions among convex, concave, and saddle vertices
and/or among vertices of different degrees. Since our model is not based on boolean operations, it is
readily applicable to features with non-manifold neighborhood.
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1.1 Previous Work

One paradigm for surface reconstruction is to select a subset of the Delaunay tetrahedralization of the
point cloud. Boissonnat [8] described criteria for selecting a subset of Delaunay tetrahedra to approx-
imate the solid bound by the unknown surface. The alpha shape [16] and the Wrap [15] also belong
to this category. Kolluri et al. [23] applied spectral graph partitioning to improve the robustness of the
sculpting process. Algorithms have also been proposed to select Delaunay triangles to approximate the
unknown surface. This includes the work by Amenta and Bern [4], Amenta et al. [6, 5], Bernardini
et al. [7], and Dey and Goswami [12, 13]. Improved Delaunay-based methods have been proposed to
allow edges and vertices [6, 24] or boundaries [11].

Some surface reconstruction algorithms assume that the input is a distance field (specifying the
signed distance of points from a closed surface) sampled at the grid points of a fine uniform spatial
grid. A grid edge intersects the surface if the values at its endpoints are of opposite signs. The classical
marching cube by Curless and Levoy [10] computes a local triangulation for each grid cell based on the
signs at the grid points of the cell. Kobbelt et al. [21] extended marching cube to detect and reconstruct
edges and vertices. The dual contouring of Ju et al. [20] improved upon this and avoids the explicit
detection of edges and vertices. Varadhan et al. [29] obtained further improvements to deal with multiple
intersections between a grid edge and the surface.

Another popular paradigm is to define an implicit function overR3 using the point cloud so that
the zero set of the implicit function approximates the surface. The early algorithm by Hoppe et al. [19]
locally estimates the signed distance from the unknown surface. Carr et al. [9] described how to model
the unknown surface by a single radial basis function. A class of surfaces known as the moving least
squares (MLS) surfaces has become very popular [3, 1, 25]. MLS has been shown to be provably good
for reconstructing surfaces [14, 22]. Adamson and Alexa [2] extended MLS to handle boundaries and
non-orientable surfaces. Ohtake et al. [27] extended MLS to handle edges and vertices. The robust MLS
by Fleishman et al. [18] can handle edges and vertices in the presence of noise and outliers.

No Delaunay-based method is known that can deal with non-manifolds. Wang et al. [30] extended
the grid based method to handle the basic case of two surfaces meeting at a curve with non-manifold
neighborhood. No MLS-based method is known to reconstruct non-manifolds.

1.2 Overview of our results

Our algorithm works for a class of complexes, which we callpiecewise curved complexes. The basic
elements of a piecewise curved complex are surfaces possibly with boundaries, and we assume that
each surface is orientable. Multiple surfaces may meet along a curve in their boundaries which we call
a junction curve. Multiple surfaces may also intersect in an isolated point in their boundaries which we
call avertex. A surface may have boundaries not shared by other surfaces. We call a maximal smooth
curve in an unshared surface boundary aboundary curve. We also call the common endpoint of two
boundary curves a vertex. The interior of a surface may fold sharply at some curves which we call
creases. Creases may meet atcrease verticesinside the surface. Figure 1 shows examples of the above
non-smooth features. Figure 2 are the close-ups of some non-manifold features in Figure 1(a).

It is best to present the essence of our method by first assuming the absence of creases, i.e., each
surface is smooth. We present the basic algorithm under this assumption in Sections 2–5. Afterwards,
we discuss in Section 6 how to handle creases by extending the basic algorithm.

Our starting point is to model each surface in the complex by some subset of an implicit surface
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: In (a), non-smooth features include vertices, junction curves, and boundary curves. In (b), the
surface folds at a crease.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Close-ups of some non-smooth features in Figure 1(a). The mesh is the raw output of our
program. No smoothing of the mesh, junction curves, or boundaries was performed.
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(the zero-set of an implicit function). The non-smooth features can be viewed as the intersections of
the relevant implicit surfaces. However, we perform optimization instead of intersection in order to
accommodate the inevitable approximation error of the implicit surfaces. Local search is employed to
decide which implicit surfaces participate in the optimization in order to produce the correct incidence
relations.

To define the implicit surfaces, we need to group the sample points by the surfaces they belong to.
This involves estimating surface normals at the sample points. We call the sample points with reliable
surface normals thesafe sample pointsand those without theunsafe sample points. The estimated
surface normals allow us to group the safe sample points so that each group comes from one surface.
The details of this step are described in Section 2.

By a local reconstruction around each safe sample point, we can identify the safe sample points near
boundary curves. These are theboundary sample points. We use the boundary sample points to define
imaginary surfaces which intersect the surfaces in the complex to produce the boundary curves. The
details of the extraction of the boundary sample points are described in Section 3.

We describe in Section 4 how to model vertices, junction curves, and boundary curves as the minima
of some optimizations involving the relevant implicit surfaces. Subsequently, we use these models to
sample points from these features and approximate them with polylines.

In Section 5 we compute restricted Delaunay triangulations of the implicit surfaces such that they
meet at the polylines approximating the non-smooth features. These restricted Delaunay triangulations
form a triangular mesh approximating the unknown piecewise curved complex.

In Section 6 we extend the basic algorithm to handle creases.

2 Partition into Surfaces

To partition the sample points by the surfaces that they lie on, our idea is to estimate normals at the
sample points and use these normals to guide a region growing mechanism. We introduce some notation
that will be used frequently later. For any pointx ∈ R3, defineδx to be the distance fromx to its fifth
nearest input sample point. We useBx,r to denote a ball centered atx with radiusr.

2.1 Safe and Unsafe Sample Points

For each sample pointp, construct the covariance matrix for the vectors{ q−p : sample pointq ∈ Bp,3δp }.
Let λ3 andλ2 be the smallest and second smallest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, respectively.
Let e3 be a unit eigenvector forλ3. If λ3 ≤ 1

5λ2, we define the surface normal atp to benp = e3;
otherwise, we leave the surface normal atp undefined. Our normal estimation is an adaptive variant of
the least square method in [19]. More sophisticated variants are also known [28, 26].

If p is near a junction curve,Bp,3δp may contain sample points from neighboring surfaces. In this
case the sample points inBp,3δp do not lie close to a plane, and sonp is unreliable. This motivates us
to place confidence in a sample pointp only if np is consistent with the estimated surface normals at
sample points nearby. Specifically,p is asafe sample pointif: (i) np is defined, and (ii) for each sample
point q ∈ Bp,2δp such thatnq is defined, the angle between the support lines ofnp andnq is 1

8π or less.
A sample point isunsafeotherwise. Figure 3 shows an example. As expected, the safe sample points are
away from the junction curves while the unsafe sample points concentrate around the junction curves.
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input point set unsafe sample points safe sample points

Figure 3: Safe and unsafe sample points.

2.2 Surface Label Assignment

Next, we group the safe sample points according to the surfaces they lie on and assign each group
a distinct surface label. The groups are computed one after another and each group is identified as
follows.

Take a safe sample pointp without a surface label such thatBp,2δp does not contain any unsafe
sample point. Start a new groupG containingp. The idea is to start a new groupG with a safe sample
point that lies well inside a surface. Recursively, a safe sample pointr is included in the groupG if:
(i) r has no surface label, and (ii)r ∈ Bq,2δq for some pointq in the groupG such thatBq,2δq contains
no more thank unsafe sample points, wherek is a small constant. IfBq,2δq contains quite a few unsafe
sample points,q may lie near a junction curve. In this case we do not want to collect safe sample points
in Bq,2δq so as not to collect any safe sample point from neighboring surfaces.

We also orient surface normals at safe sample points consistently during the above grouping of the
safe sample points. It is possible that some safe sample point does not receive any surface label in the
end because there are many unsafe sample points in its neighborhood. We throw away all safe sample
points without a surface label.

3 Boundary Sample Points

Safe sample points near boundary curves are identified in two steps. First, we extract theexterior sample
pointsthat are near surface boundaries (including boundary and junction curves). Second, we select the
subset of exterior sample points that are near boundary curves.

3.1 Exterior Sample Points and Exterior Directions

Consider the Delaunay tetrahedralization of all safe sample points. Take a safe sample pointp. Collect
the Delaunay triangles incident top such that: (i) the other two triangle vertices have the same surface
label asp, and (ii) the circumradius is at most3δp. We project these triangles onto the plane throughp
orthogonal tonp. We callp anexterior sample pointif some angle atp on the plane is not covered by
any projected triangle, i.e.,p does not lie in the interior of the region covered by the projected triangles.
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Figure 4: The exterior sample points are shown in (a). In (b), the cylindrical part and the exterior
directions at its two ends are shown. The top facet on which the cylindrical part stands is shown in (c).
The exterior directions around the outer square boundary and the inner circular boundary are shown.

In the reconstruction of a smooth closed surface, it is known that a restricted Delaunay triangulation
is a good approximation [4, 5, 17]. A Delaunay triangle is restricted Delaunay if its dual Voronoi edge
intersects the closed surface. Moreover, it is known that every restricted Delaunay triangle has small
circumradius relative to interpoint distances. Therefore, ifp lies well inside a surface, Delaunay triangles
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) in the previous paragraph should project to a region enclosingp. Thus,
if this is not true,p should be near the surface boundary.

Figure 4(a) shows the distribution of exterior sample points. They are near surface boundaries as
expected. In our experiments we observe that there is only one uncovered angle at each exterior sample
point. For each exterior sample pointp, we define the ray fromp through the middle of the uncovered
angle as theexterior direction atp. As shown in Figures 4(b) and (c), the exterior direction is roughly
tangent to the surface and roughly orthogonal to the boundary curve nearp, and the exterior direction
points outside the surface.

3.2 Boundary Sample Points and Boundary Normals

The boundary sample points are exterior sample points whose neighborhood do not contain safe sample
points from other surfaces. While identifying the boundary sample points, we also group them according
to the boundary curves that they lie close to. Each group is assigned a distinctboundary label. The
groups are computed one after another and each group is computed in two phases as follows.

Take an exterior sample pointp without a boundary label such that all safe sample points inBp,6δp

have the same surface label asp. Mark p a boundary sample point and start a new groupG containing
p. Recursively, an exterior sample pointr is marked a boundary sample point and included in the group
G if:

i. For some pointq in the groupG , r ∈ Bq,6δq and the angle between the exterior directions at
q andr is 1

6π or less.

ii. All safe sample points inBr,6δr have the same surface label asr.

The first phase ends when all groups stop growing.
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Figure 5: Boundary sample points and their boundary normals.

Because the exterior sample points around junction curves are not extremely close to the junction
curves, we use a large neighborhood size in the first phase to decide whether an exterior sample point is
near a junction or boundary curve. The large neighborhood size means that exterior sample points near
the endpoints of the boundary curve cannot be collected in the first phase. It is because other surfaces
may be incident to the boundary curve endpoints and so a large neighborhood of the nearby exterior
sample points may contain other surface labels. We are more aggressive in the second phase in order
to collect more exterior sample points near the boundary curve endpoints. Specifically, we modify the
above conditions (i) and (ii) by changingBq,6δq to Bq,2δq andBr,6δr to Br,2δr , and then recursively grow
the groups again.

We cannot merge the two phases by using the smaller neighborhood all along. Otherwise, we might
start a new group with an exterior sample point near a junction curve instead, and continue to wrongly
mark such exterior sample points as boundary sample points.

After identifying all boundary sample points, we define theirboundary normals. Take a boundary
sample pointp. The boundary normalbp at p is the average of the exterior directions at the boundary
sample points inBp,6δp that have the same boundary label asp. Just like the exterior direction atp, bp

is roughly tangent to the surface containingp and roughly orthogonal to the boundary curve nearp, and
bp points outside the surface. The averaging makes the boundary normals vary smoothly among the
boundary sample points with the same boundary label. Figure 5 shows the boundary sample points and
their boundary normals.

4 Sampling and Approximating Features

In this section we discuss how to samples points from vertices, junction curves, and boundary curves.
Afterwards, polylines are constructed to approximate the junction and boundary curves.
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4.1 Preliminaries

We first introduce a point set surface. LetP be a set of sample points. Given two pointsx andy, let
d(x, y) denote the Euclidean distance between them. Define a weight functionw : P × R3 → R:

w(p, x) =
e−(d(p,x)/r(x))2∑

q∈P e−(d(q,x)/r(x))2

wherer(x) is the distance fromx to the fifth nearest sample point inP . The termr(x) determines the
region of influence aroundx. One can define the implicit surface to be the zero-set of

∑
p∈P 〈np, p −

x〉 · w(p, x) as in [14]. We use a different formulation and define the implicit function

f(x) =

∑
p∈P

〈np, x− p〉 · w(p, x)

2

.

The implicit surface is then defined as{x : x is a minimum off(x) }. Our formulation is equivalent
because squaring makes the zero-set the minima.

Consider the underlying piecewise curved complex of the input point cloud. We useSi to denote a
surface in the complex, wherei is the surface label that we assigned earlier. We construct the implicit
functionfi(x) as described above using the safe sample points with surface labeli. Then,Si is approxi-
mated by some portion of the zero-setS̃i of fi(x). (Notice that̃Si is a closed surface, butSi may not be
closed.)

Consider a junction curve incident to the surfaces{Si : i ∈ I} for some setI of surface labels. We
model this junction curve as a curve in

⋂
i∈I S̃i. If there is no approximation error, the junction curve

is contained in the zero-set of
∑

i∈I fi(x), which is the same as{x : x is a minimum of
∑

i∈I fi(x) }.
This alternative expression models the junction curve as a subset of the solutions of an optimization
problem. It motivates us to start from a sample pointp close to the junction curve and use some iterative
descent method to sample a point from the junction curve. However,

∑
i∈I fi(x) have similar values

along the junction curve. To prevent the iterative descent from drifting, we construct a plane throughp
roughly orthogonal to the junction curve and seek the minimum of

∑
i∈I fi(x) + a(x), wherea(x) is

the squared distance fromx to the plane. The iterative descent always converges in our experiments. In
contrast, the zero-set of

∑
i∈I fi(x) may be undefined in the presence of approximation error.

To reconstruct the boundary curves of a surfaceSi using this approach, we need to intersect it with
an artificial surface defined as follows. Letj be the boundary label of some boundary sample points
from Si. Let Pj be the set of all boundary sample points with boundary labelj. Define the implicit
function

βj(x) =

∑
p∈Pj

〈bp, x− p〉 · w(p, x)

2

.

By construction,bp is nearly tangent tõSi. Thus,S̃i intersects the surface consisting of the minima of
βj(x) nearly perpendicularly, and this intersection approximates the boundary curve.

In the following subsections, we give the details of using the above optimization approach to sample
points from vertices, junction curves, and boundary curves.
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4.2 Constructing vertex-nodes and junction-nodes

We need the following procedure COPLANAR(V ) to check if a setV of vectors are roughly coplanar. If
so, it returns a vectore roughly orthogonal to all vectors inV . Otherwise, it returns null.

COPLANAR(V )

1. Construct the covariance matrix of the vectors inV .

2. Compute a unit eigenvectore for the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix.

3. If ∠e,v > 5
12π for all vectorsv ∈ V , returne; otherwise, return null.

Since the unsafe sample points concentrate around the junction curves and their endpoints, they are
good starting points for the iterative descent. Take an unsafe sample pointp. Let I andJ be the sets of
surface and boundary labels, respectively, of the safe sample points in a neighborhood ofp. Notice that
J may be empty. IfI contains only one surface label,p is not near any junction curve and no further
processing is needed forp. Otherwise,p is near a junction curve. There are two cases depending on
whetherp is near a junction curve endpoint and we distinguish them as follows.

• Suppose that COPLANAR({∇fi(p) : i ∈ I}) returns null orJ is non-empty. The gradient
∇fi(p) is an approximation of the normals ofS̃i aroundp. If COPLANAR returns null, the
surface normals aroundp are not nearly coplanar, and sop is near a junction curve endpoint.
If J is non-empty,p is near the intersection between some boundary curve and the surfaces
with labels inI, and this intersection must be a junction curve endpoint. Starting atp, we
iteratively descend to a minimum of

∑
i∈I fi(x) +

∑
j∈J βj(x). We call this minimum a

vertex-node.

• Suppose that COPLANAR({∇fi(p) : i ∈ I}) returns a vectore andJ is empty. Sop is near
a junction curve but not its endpoints. Starting atp, we iteratively descend to a minimum of∑

i∈I fi(x) +
∑

j∈J βj(x) + (〈e, x − p〉)2. We call the minimum returned ajunction-node.
Notice that(〈e, x− p〉)2 is the squared distance fromx to the plane throughp orthogonal to
e. This plane is roughly orthogonal to the junction curve nearp and it is used to prevent the
iterative descent from drifting.

Afterwards, we assign the ordered pair of sets(I, J) as thefeature labelof the vertex-node or junction-node
obtained. This feature label will help us to connect the junction-nodes to approximate the junction
curves.

4.3 Constructing boundary-nodes and more vertex-nodes

It remains to sample points from boundary curves and the vertices at the intersections of two boundary
curves. Letp be a boundary sample point. LetJ be the set of boundary labels of the boundary sample
points in a neighborhood ofp. Let i be the surface label ofp. There are two cases.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Feature polylines before and after refinement.

• If J contains only one boundary labelj, p is near a single boundary curve. Lete be the unit
vector(np×bp)/‖np×bp‖, which is roughly tangent to the boundary curve nearp. Starting
at p, we iteratively descend to a minimum offi(x) + βj(x) + (〈e, x − p〉)2. We call the
minimum returned aboundary-node. The term(〈e, x − p〉)2 prevents the iterative descent
from drifting.

• If J contains more than one boundary label,p is near a vertex at the intersection of two
boundary curves. That is,J contains two boundary labels, sayj1 andj2. Starting atp, we
iteratively descend to a minimum offi(x) + βj1(x) + βj2(x). The minimum returned is a
vertex-node.

We assign({i}, J) as the feature label of the boundary-node or vertex-node obtained. This feature label
will help us to connect boundary-nodes to approximate the boundary curves.

4.4 Feature Polylines

We connect the junction-nodes to formjunction polylinesand the boundary-nodes to formboundary
polylines. They approximate the junction curves and boundary curves, respectively. We call them
collectively asfeature polylines.

Due to numerical errors, we may have computed several vertex-nodes near the same vertex. Thus,
pruning is necessary. We pick an arbitrary vertex-nodeu and remove all other vertex-nodes inBu,δu ,
and then repeat this on the remaining vertex-nodes. This leaves only one vertex-node near each vertex
in the end.

To construct a junction polyline, the idea is to incrementally grow a polyline through junction-nodes
with the same feature label until it forms a cycle or it reaches two vertex-nodes. However, the polyline
could be jagged if its nodes are arbitrarily close. So we do some pruning beforehand: pick an arbitrary
vertex-node or junction-nodeu and remove all other junction-nodes inBu,δu , and then repeat this on the
remaining vertex-nodes and junction-nodes. The details of the incremental polyline construction is as
follows. Pick a junction-nodeu. Connect it to the nearest junction-nodev with the same feature label,
say(I, J). Then grow fromv by connectingv to the nearest junction-node or vertex-nodew with feature
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label(I ′, J ′) such that: (i)∠uvw ≥ 3
4π, and (ii) if w is a junction-node, we require(I ′, J ′) = (I, J);

otherwise, we requireI ⊆ I ′ andJ ⊆ J ′. If w is a vertex-node, we stop growing the polyline; otherwise,
we repeat to grow the polyline fromw until a cycle is formed or a vertex-node is reached. We grow the
polyline in the opposite direction fromu in a similar fashion.

The boundary polylines are constructed in the same way. Figure 6(a) shows an example of the
junction polylines and boundary polylines constructed. Notice that some edges in the feature polylines
may be long relative to the interpoint distances. We split the long edges to improve the quality of the
mesh to be constructed subsequently. Specifically, for each edgeuv in the interior of a feature polyline,
we compute the rounded valuem of 4d(u,v)

δu+δv
and divideuv into m segments of equal length. Then, we

move the new nodes onuv onto the junction or boundary curve by projecting them as in Sections 4.2
and 4.3. Figure 6(b) shows the feature polylines after refinement.

5 Triangulation

5.1 Algorithm

Recall thatS̃i denotes the zero-set offi(x) and a portion of̃Si approximates the surfaceSi in the
piecewise curved complex. Before constructing the triangulations, we project all safe sample points
with labeli ontoS̃i. We call the points obtainedsurface-nodesand they inherit the surface labeli.

Given a dense point sample on a closed surface, it is known that the restricted Delaunay triangulation
is a good approximation of the surface and has a few nice properties [4, 5]. First, every restricted
Delaunay triangle has small circumradius relative to interpoint distances. Second, for every restricted
Delaunay triangle, its dual Voronoi edge intersects the surface exactly once. Third, this intersection
is close to the circumcenter of the triangle. These properties inspire our strategy of selecting some
Delaunay triangles to cover the portion ofS̃i approximatingSi.

For each nodeu (including surface-node, vertex-node, junction-node, and boundary-node), define
εu to be the distance to the fifth nearest node tou. The distanceεu roughly captures the interpoint
distances.

LetQi be the set of surface-nodes with surface labeli. LetFi be the set of vertex-nodes, junction-nodes,
and boundary-nodes whose feature labels contain the surface labeli. Let Ei be the set of feature poly-
line edges whose endpoints are inFi. We want to connectQi to form a Delaunay triangular mesh with
Ei as the boundary. So we need to make the edges inEi appear in the Delaunay triangulation. We find
in the experiments that it suffices to remove the surface-nodes inQi that lie inside the diametric sphere
of some edge inEi, i.e., the sphere with that edge as a diameter. LetQ̃i denote the prunedQi.

We compute the Delaunay tetrahedralizationT of Q̃i ∪ Fi. Let Pi denote the set of safe sample
points with surface labeli. We call a procedure PRUNE(T , Pi, Fi) to remove the unwanted triangles in
T . The remaining triangles form the mesh approximatingSi. The pseudocode of the PRUNE(T , Pi, Fi)
is given below.
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PRUNE(T , P, F )

1. Delete any triangle uvw in T with circumradius more than
max(3εu, 3εv, 3εw).

2. For each remaining triangleτ in T , deleteτ if its dual Voronoi edge does not
intersect the portion of̃Si approximatingSi, wherei is the surface label of
the vertices ofτ .

3. Letτ be a remaining triangle inT whose vertices are nodes inF . Let E be
the set of feature polyline edges whose endpoints are inF . We introduce a
test INSIDE(τ) to check ifτ lies on the same side ofE as the portion of̃Si

approximatingSi. If I NSIDE(τ) returns false, we deleteτ . Repeat for other
remaining triangles inT .

We elaborate on steps 2 and 3 below, assuming that the parametersP andF are equal toPi andFi,
respectively.

Consider step 2. Defineγi(x) =
∑

p∈Pi
〈np, x − p〉 · w(p, x). Observe thatγi(x) has absolute

value
√

fi(x) and soS̃i is the zero-set ofγi(x). Let τ be a remaining triangle after step 1. LetVτ

denote the Voronoi edge dual toτ . If Si is a closed surface,̃Si is a closed surface approximatingSi.
In this case ifγi(x) have opposite signs at the endpoints ofVτ , Vτ intersects̃Si; otherwise,Vτ does
not intersect̃Si and τ should be deleted. We find in our experiments that the same strategy works
well too if Si is almost closed except for some small holes; for example, the Stanford bunny model.
However, the above strategy fails for a general surfaceSi with boundaries. The reason is thatVτ may
intersectS̃i well outside the portion approximatingSi. We do not know the parity of the number of
these intersections, and so it is useless to check the signs ofγi(x) at the endpoints ofVτ . Fortunately,
asτ has small circumradius (enforced by step 1), ifVτ intersects the portion of̃Si approximatingSi, it
does so in the vicinity ofτ . Let u, v andw be the vertices ofτ . We define a local approximation of
γi(x): γ̃i(x) =

∑
p∈Pi∩Bu,8ε

〈np, x− p〉 · w(p, x), whereε = max(εu, εv, εw). The zero-set of̃γi(x) is

an excellent local approximation ofS̃i. The value8ε is small enough that̃Si does not curve much inside
Bu,8ε. Because the circumradius ofτ is at most3ε by step 1, ifVτ intersects̃Si, it intersects̃Si exactly
once insideBu,8ε. Since the points inPi outsideBu,8ε do not contribute tõγi(x), the zero-set of̃γi(x)
extends away fromVτ outsideBu,8ε. Consequently, checking the signs ofγ̃i(x) at the endpoints ofVτ

tells us whetherVτ intersects̃Si or not in the vicinity ofτ . If not, τ should be deleted.

Due to imperfection of step 2, some nodes on the feature polylines may form triangles that lie on the
wrong side of the feature polylines. Such triangles are deleted in step 3. We need some preprocessing in
order to support the test INSIDE. For each nodeu in Fi, we compute a vectoreu = ∇fi(u)× (v − u),
whereuv is an edge inEi. Notice thateu is nearly tangent tõSi and nearly orthogonal to the feature
polyline containingu. Consider the cone with apexu, axiseu, and angular aperture23π. If this cone
contains some safe sample points inPi inside a neighborhood ofu and not too close tou, we say that
eu points inside. Otherwise,eu points outside. We similarly determine whether−eu points inside or
outside. It is possible that botheu and−eu point inside when some surface boundary cycle degenerates
to a boundary curve andu lies on it. Figure 2(c) shows an example. But it is impossible that botheu

and−eu point outside. The test INSIDE(τ) works as follows. Pick a vertexu of τ . We expect each edge
of τ to be roughly tangent to the surface. Therefore, if the angle betweennu and any edge ofτ is less
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than 1
4π, return false. Otherwise, letz be the barycenter ofτ . If eu or−eu points outside, sayeu, and

〈eu, z − u〉 > 0, then return false; otherwise, return true.

5.2 Experiments

We have implemented our algorithm and run it on point sets drawn from non-manifolds and manifolds
with various topologies. Figure 7 shows the input point sets and the reconstructed triangular meshes.

We constructed three synthetic models CubeCylinder, ComplexCube, and WheelTriangles. None
of them is a closed surface. The input points are drawn from the facets of the models uniformly at
random. These models illustrate the ability of our algorithm to reconstruct non-smooth features with
manifold or non-manifold neighborhood. All boundary curves are reconstructed correctly and smoothly
without any postprocessing. The CubeCylinder is a mix of flat and curved facets, and both types of
facets are recovered by our algorithm. In the ComplexCube data set, six surfaces meet at a common
junction curve through the cube center. There are several junction curves on the cube boundary and
three surfaces meet at some of them. Our algorithm correctly recovers the incidence relations at these
places. In the WheelTriangles data set, six surfaces meet at a common vertex at the wheel center. Our
algorithm also recovers the correct incidence relations in this case. The triangular meshes shown are
the raw output of our program. We do not perform any mesh smoothing or enhancement of non-smooth
features.

TriangleTorus-2 is one of Edelsbrunner’s 180 Wrapped Tubes (http://www.cs.duke.edu/˜edels). It
is the closed manifold generated by sweeping an equilateral triangle around a circle while rotating the
triangle two times. Each vertex of the triangle generates a junction curve. The three junction curves
divide the closed manifold into three surfaces. The original data set is densely and regularly sampled
along the junctions curves, so as to aid their reconstruction. We randomly sample points from the
manifold and so our data set does not have points on the three junction curves. Still, as shown in Figure 7,
the three intersection curves among the reconstructed surfaces are fairly smooth approximations of the
three junction curves.

We also ran our program on the Bunny data set in the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository and the
Dragon data set in the Large Geometric Models Archive at the Georgia’s Institute of Technology. These
act as a check that our program can deal with fairly large point sets drawn from smooth surfaces.

The two data sets TriangleTorus-7/3 and Fandisk demonstrate our program’s ability to handle creases,
i.e., curves at which a surface fold sharply. The construction of TriangleTorus-7/3 is similar to that of
TriangleTorus-2, but the triangle is rotated by 7/3 times instead. The three curves swept by the triangle
vertices join together to form one crease. That is, TriangleTorus-7/3 is a single closed surface and it
folds at a crease which is a closed curve. Our Fandisk data set is obtained by up-sampling the original
fandisk data set which contains 6475 points. In the Fandisk model, our program detects creases on the
leftmost surface in the view shown in Figure 7. The handling of creases will be explained in the next
section.

The above experiments were ran on an Intel Pentium-4 machine with 1GB RAM and a 3.2GHz CPU.
We use some library functions in CGAL 3.2, in particular, the Delaunay code. We use the numerical
library GSL 1.8 in sampling points from the non-smooth features. Table 1 shows the input sizes and
the running times. Since we did not attempt to optimize the code for speed, there should be room for
improvement in the running times.
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Figure 7:
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Table 1: The input size is the number of input points. The running time is measured in seconds.
Model Input Size Running Time Model Input Size Running Time

CubeCylinder 17026 25.58 ComplexCube 67314 107.3
WheelTriangles 24000 42.71 TriangleTorus-2 30000 77.47
Bunny 363372 805 Dragon 435545 983.25
TriangleTorus-7/3 30000 52.2 Fandisk 66100 140.88

6 Creases

A lot of objects contain surfaces that are not smooth everywhere. For example, in the Fandisk in Fig-
ure 7, the leftmost surface in the model shown is folded along three creases. In this section we describe
the extension to reconstruct them. The key idea is that a crease is locally no different from a junction
curve. The only difficulty is that the safe points on both sides of a crease carry the same surface label.
Therefore, we locally partition points on opposite sides of the crease into two clusters, and define a local
implicit surface for each cluster. Then, we can model the crease as the intersection of these two local
implicit surfaces and sample points from the crease as described in Section 4. Similarly, when a crease
meets other creases, boundary curves or junction curves at a vertex, we can simply enter the two local
implicit surfaces into the optimization model in Section 4 to reconstruct vertices.

6.1 Local Clustering

To group safe sample points on opposite sides of a crease into two clusters, we cluster nearby safe
sample points with similar surface normals. We need to avoid the safe sample points near the dangling
crease endpoints. If not, the clustering procedure may go around the dangling endpoint and merge the
two clusters on opposite sides of the crease. We also need to separate the safe sample points near crease
vertices and cluster them differently. Otherwise, in the case of two creases meeting at a crease vertex,
we would obtain only two clusters, one on each side of the union of the two creases, giving rise to only
two implicit surfaces. This is problematic as we need at least three implicit surfaces to intersect at a
vertex.

There is a concentration of unsafe sample points around creases. We start from the unsafe sample
points to color the safe sample points around creases grey and those around crease vertices black. The
details are as follows. Take an unsafe sample pointp. Collect the setGp of safe sample points in a
neighborhood ofp and color some points inGp according to the following two cases.

• If COPLANAR({nq : q ∈ Gp}) returns null, the surface normals at points inGp are not
roughly coplanar. Sop is near a vertex or crease vertex and we color the points inGp black.

• If COPLANAR({nq : q ∈ Gp}) does not return null and no point inGp has a surface label
different from that ofp, thenp is possibly near a crease. There is a chance of false alarm due
to noise or under-sampling. So we check further by partitioningGp: two pointsq, r ∈ Gp

are put in the same group if∠nq,nr ≤ 1
8π. If Gp is divided into two groups,p is near a

crease and the groups correspond to points on the two sides of the crease. In this case we
color the non-peripheral points inGp grey; however, if a point has been colored black before,
the black color takes precedence. We ignore the peripheral points inGp so as to avoid safe
sample points near dangling crease endpoints.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: In (a) and (b), points in different clusters are shown in different colors. The unclustered points
around the crease vertex are shown in black in (a). In (b), these black points are distributed into the
adjacent clusters.

In the end, the safe sample points around creases and crease vertices are colored. Next, we put two
grey pointsq andr in the same cluster ifr ∈ Bq,2δq and∠nq,nr ≤ 1

8π. This produces two clusters
of grey points around each crease, one on each side of it. Afterwards, we insert each black point into
the nearest adjacent cluster. Figures 8(a) and (b) show the result of the clustering. The final clusters
are assigned distinct crease labels. Consequently, a safe sample point has a surface label and possibly a
crease label. (If a vertex is not incident to a crease, no cluster is adjacent to any black point around that
vertex and so any such black point is not assigned a crease label.)

6.2 Sampling Features and Feature Polylines

Define two implicit functions:

• gi(x) = (
∑

p〈np, x − p〉 · w(p, x))2, where the sum runs over all safe sample pointsp with
surface labeli but no crease label.

• hk(x) = (
∑

p〈np, x − p〉 · w(p, x))2, where the sum runs over all safe sample pointsp with
crease labelk.

The functiongi approximatesfi in areas covered by safe sample points with surface labeli but no crease
label. The zero-set ofhk approximates the side of a crease covered by safe sample points with crease
label k. We usegi andhk to enhance the procedures in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 to sample points from
creases and crease vertices as well.

Take an unsafe sample pointp. Let I, J and K be the sets of surface labels, boundary labels
and crease labels, respectively, of the safe sample points in a neighborhood ofp. If K is empty, we
projectp as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Otherwise, define the set of vectorsV = {∇gi(p) : i ∈
I} ∪ {∇hk(p) : k ∈ K} and there are three cases:
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Figure 9: Feature polylines for the Fandisk model.

i. If (|I| > 1) ∨ (J 6= ∅), descend fromp to a minimum of
∑

i∈I gi(x) +
∑

j∈J βj(x) +∑
k∈K hk(x). The minimum obtained is a vertex-node. This case handles the situation ofp

being near the meeting point of some creases and junction curves and/or the surface boundary.

ii. If (|I| = 1) ∧ (J = ∅) ∧ (COPLANAR(V ) = null), descend fromp to a minimum of∑
k∈K hk(x). The minimum obtained is acrease-vertex-node. This case handles the situation

of p being near a crease vertex in the middle of the surface.

iii. If (|I| = 1) ∧ (J = ∅) ∧ (COPLANAR(V ) = e), descend fromp to a minimum of∑
k∈K hk(x)+ (〈e, x− p〉)2. The minimum obtained is acrease-node. This case handles the

situation ofp being near a crease in the middle of the surface.

We introduce a new kind of feature polylines,crease polylines, that interpolate the crease-nodes and
crease-vertex-nodes. A crease polyline is constructed in the same manner as described in Section 4.4,
except that it is allowed to end at a dangling crease-node. So when we try to grow a crease polyline from
a crease-nodeu, we only look for a crease-node, vertex-node, or crease-vertex-node with compatible
feature label and crease label withinBu,8δu . If no such node is found,u becomes a dangling endpoint.
Figure 9 shows the feature polylines constructed for the fandisk model.

6.3 Triangulation

We construct a triangular mesh to approximateSi for every surface labeli. We first explain our strategy
assuming that there is only one crease inSi, and describe the handling of multiple creases later. Letξ be
the corresponding crease polyline constructed. LetCk andCl be the two clusters of safe sample points
on the two sides ofξ, wherek andl denote the crease labels of points in the clusters.

The functionfi(x) is still defined using all safe sample points with surface labeli, including those
with or without crease labels. The idea is to define two local implicit surfaces on the two sides ofξ. We
use the zero-set of

√
fi(x) to extract some Delaunay triangles to cover the portion of the surface away

from ξ. Then we switch to the local implicit surfaces to extract some Delaunay triangle that meet atξ
and cover the two sides ofξ. The details are given below.

We project points inCk andCl to the zero-sets ofhk(x) andhl(x), respectively. LetDk andDl

be the respective sets of surface-nodes obtained. LetPi denote the subset of safe sample points with
surface labeli but no crease label. We projectPi to the zero-set of

√
fi(x) to obtain another setQi of

surface-nodes. LetNi be set of crease-nodes onξ. Let Fi be the set of vertex-nodes, junction-nodes
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Figure 10: Fandisk

and boundary-nodes whose feature labels contain the surface labeli. As in Section 5, we remove the
surface-nodes that lie inside the diametric spheres of the edges in feature polylines so as to make the
edges in the feature polylines appear in the triangulations. LetQ̃i, D̃k andD̃l denote the prunedQi, Dk

andDl, respectively.

We compute the Delaunay tetrahedralizationTi of Q̃i ∪ Fi ∪ D̃k ∪ D̃l. We call PRUNE(Ti, Pi ∪
Ck ∪ Cl, Fi) in Section 5 to extract some restricted Delaunay triangles with respect to the zero-set
of

√
fi(x). Among the triangles returned, we select those with at least one vertex inQ̃i. Let Ti be

the set of triangles obtained.Ti covers the portion of the surfaceSi away fromξ. Next, we compute
the Delaunay tetrahedralizationTk of D̃k ∪ Ni. We call PRUNE(Tk, Ck, Ni) to extract some restricted
Delaunay triangles with respect to the zero-set ofhk(x). We adapt the procedure INSIDE used in step 3
of PRUNE to treat the side ofξ containingD̃k as the inside and the other side ofξ as the outside. This
eliminates triangles not on the same side ofξ asD̃k. Let Tk be the set of triangles obtained.Tk covers
the side ofξ whereD̃k is. We similarly extract a setTl of triangles from the Delaunay tetrahedralization
of D̃l∪Ni with respect to the zero-set ofhl(x). Tl covers the side ofξ whereD̃l is. Finally,Ti∪Tk∪Tl

is the triangular mesh that approximates the surfaceSi.

Multiple disjoint crease polylines are handled in the same manner because the local triangulations
around them can be computed independently. When creases join, we merge adjacent clusters that are
not separated by creases into super-clusters. Then we compute the local triangulations as in the above
using the super-clusters.

Figure 10 shows three views of the reconstructed triangular mesh for our Fandisk data set. It is a
closed surface. There is a mix of curved and flat facets. The triangular mesh shown is the raw output of
our program and no mesh smoothing is performed. The experimental setup and the running time have
already been described in Section 5.2.

7 Discussion

This paper describes a method to compute a triangular mesh from an unorganized point cloud sampled
from a piecewise curved complex. Non-smooth features with manifold or non-manifold neighborhood
are allowed. The essence of our approach is the design and construction of explicit functions whose
local minima model the non-smooth features. The availability of these functions allow us to project
nearby input sample points to the local minima. The projected points can then be connected to form
approximating polylines. Despite the various types of features involved, our functions follow a unified
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design based on the moving-least square method. This saves us from tedious case distinctions.

We choose the restricted Delaunay triangulation as the output triangular mesh because it is conve-
nient to select Delaunay triangles by comparing the signs of the function values at the endpoints of the
dual Voronoi edges.

Our method clusters points locally in order to detect the non-smooth features. Therefore, it requires
a sufficiently dense input sample. This explains why our Fandisk data set is up-sampled from its original
counterpart. Under-sampling in the input can pose problems. For example, the Bunny and Dragon data
sets are quite under-sampled around areas of high curvature, and we had to bypass the crease handling
routine to avoid false detections of creases in these areas. We have not considered noise and outliers in
this paper. Tackling the above difficulties are possible future research directions.
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